
Quickbit launches Quickbit Card in Sweden – first
Swedish crypto company to offer payment cards

in Sweden

Today Quickbit launches Quickbit Card in Sweden, a VISA card that enables payments via EUR
account in Quickbit App. The card is launched as a physical debit card to the Swedish market
and makes Quickbit the first Swedish crypto company to offer a debit card in Sweden.

Together with the card issuer Intergiro, Quickbit launches Quickbit Card today, a debit card that is
linked to the user's EUR account. Switching between the selected crypto to Euro can easily and
quickly be done in Quickbit App and the card works everywhere where VISA is accepted. Quickbit
Card is launched as a physical debit card that can be used for payments online, in physical stores
and for withdrawals at ATMs.

Quickbit Card is offered to all users in the Swedish market after being launched to a selected group of
people at the end of March. The card is available for order at home through the Quickbit App starting
today. In a next step, the card will also be available for the Norwegian market and later on connected
directly to a crypto wallet in the Quickbit App.

“I am proud that we are now launching Quickbit Card in Sweden. This is a huge milestone in our still
young history. With Quickbit Card, we take the lead in the Swedish crypto market by offering a
product that allows people to make payments while also being directly linked to our ecosystem of
crypto services. We are thus taking another big step towards our goal of simplifying the use of
cryptocurrency in people's everyday lives'”, says Hammad Abuiseifan, CEO Quickbit.

For further information, please contact:
Hammad Abuiseifan, CEO
Tel: +46 73 095 87 12
hammad@quickbit.com

------------------------------------

Quickbit is a Swedish fintech company, founded in 2016 with the goal of making the integration of
cryptocurrencies into the everyday lives of people and companies smoother. Today, Quickbit offers
safe and easy-to-use products for e-merchants as well as customers. With a transaction volume to
date in excess of €900 million, Quickbit has already enabled and empowered individuals around the
world, through the use of cryptocurrencies. Quickbit has been listed on NGM Nordic SME since July
2019. For more information, please visit www.quickbit.com
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